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Abstract— Differential Power Analysis is a side channel attack
for any symmetrical cryptosystem. This paper will review the
brief explanation of DPA and also some of its countermeasures.
This paper will be focusing on the countermeasure using Boolean
and arithmetic masking. These masking techniques will be useful
for encryption schemes such as IDEA and RC6, etc. since these
schemes require both Boolean and arithmetic operations.

Index Terms— Differential Power Analysis, Masking Tech-
niques, cryptanalysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Differential Power Attack is a side channel attack by ob-
taining information for the secret key through the analysis
the power consumption when executing the cryptographic
algorithm. It was first introduced by Paul Kocher in 1998 [1].
The concept first applied to the symmetrical cryptosystems
such as DES encryption algorithm and later also applied to
AES algorithm. Some of the countermeasures were introduced
to prevent the differential power attack including of inserting
dummy code, power consumption randomization and balanc-
ing of data. However, some of these methods are proved that
to be insufficient. Another countermeasure regarding using
masking was introduced [2] and will be discussed in detail
in this paper.

II. DIFFERENTIAL POWER ANALYSIS

Since differential power analysis was introduced in 1998, it
has been a topic that researchers are trying to overcome with.
Differential power analysis based on the nature on how the
transistors consume power while executing the cryptographic
operations. By measuring the circuit’s power consumption,
attackers could find out when will the device executing the
cryptographic operation such as the 16 DES rounds. From
the following graph (Figure 1) from [1], attackers could trace
the pattern of the power consumption curve to determine
when is the device executes the DES round. By having this
information, attackers could analysis this and figure out the
secret key information of the DES operation.

Figure 1: Power analysis trace showing DES rounds.

There are different kinds of attack regarding power analy-
sis. The basic one referred as simple power analysis (SPA).
During the SPA attack, the attacker could observe the power
consumption to determine the cryptographic operations. One
of the examples of SPA is to break RSA implementation
by observing the differences between the multiplications and
squaring operations. It also could be applied to DES to look for
the differences between the permutation and shift operation.

Besides the SPA, the more powerful of the attack based
on the power analysis will be the differential power analysis
(DPA). The differences between SPA and DPA is that DPA is
using a statistical analysis and error correction techniques to
reveal the information related to the secret key rather than just
by observation.

DPA attack usually applies to the portable secure device
such as smart card. It is easier to collect the power consump-
tion data from smart card since it is often to be read by the
public smart card reader.

To perform DPA, it is divided into two phases: data col-
lection and data analysis. The number of traces that needed
to be measured depends on what kind of countermeasures is
against to. It is possible to collect less than 15 traces to find
out the DES key from the smart card. It is also possible to
combine multiple samples in the same trace and analysis them
to defeat some of the countermeasures. This high-order DPA
is harder to block since it analysis multiple samples to reveal
the information.

The following will be a belief descripion on how DPA attack
applies to DES. Assume that 1000 input samples (

���
...
���������

)
are being collected for the analysis. First, measure the power
consumption curves ( � � ... � �	����� ) for the first round with 1000
DES samples. Next, compute the mean curve 
����� of the
power consumption for all the samples.

The next step, we need to focus on the first output bit of
the S-box. Let � be the first output bit. The value of � will be
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based on the 6 bits of the secret key. The attacker then makes
a hypothesis on those 6 bits. Next, he or she computes the
value of � from the input value (

���
) and the guessed 6 bits.

All the inputs will be divided into two possible of either �����
or ���� .

Next, we need to compute the ���� for ����� . If �� and���� are similar, then the guessed value is not correct and the
attacker need to try another set of the 6 bits value. However,
if �� and ���� have a distinct differences, then it means the
guessed key is correct.

Figure 2 shows the DPA traces applies to DES operation.
The first trace is the reference trace collected from the DES
operation. Moreover, the other traces are produced by the
guess values of the secret key. The correct guessed secret key
will be one showing different from the reference trace.

Figure 2: DPA traces for analysis DES

III. COUNTERMEASURES FOR DPA
Since Kocher [1] introduced DPA, it raised the attention

on how to prevent the DPA. Some of the countermeasures
have been proposed in order to solve this problem. Some of
the countermeasures including inserting dummy code, power
consumption randomization and balancing of data. Inserting
dummy code could be done by insert extra codes to modify
the sequence of the instructions that needed to be executed.
The insertion could be added according to the parameter of the
cipher in order makes it differently for each operation. Power
consumption randomization could be implemented by adding
extra hardware to add noise to the power consumption data.
However, some of these countermeasures are not sufficient
or require some trade-offs including extra hardware or more
memory to execute the cryptography operations.

There are three major types of counter measures: (1) random
timing shifts, (2) replacing some of the critical instructions
for the cryptographic algorithm, and (3) using an algorithm
to encode the original data. Most of the countermeasures
are related to encoding the power consumption information.

Boolean masking and arithmetic masking is one of the coun-
termeasures that have been proposed under the encoding power
consumption data category.

IV. BOOLEAN AND ARITHMETIC MASKING

The masking techniques only apply to the operation where
it could produce a masked output based on the masked input.
There are two masking techniques: Boolean masking and
Arithmetic masking. Boolean masking involves randomizing
the Boolean operation using some random variables and arith-
metic masking is similar to that.

Boolean masking: �������� "!
Arithmetic masking: ���#�$
%�'&(!)�*
�+',.-0/213�
�4� referred as the masked output and ! represented the random
variable.

Since some of the cryptographic algorithms such as IDEA,
RC6 and TWOFISH, etc. involves both Boolean and arithmetic
operations, an effective method would be needed to switch
between Boolean masking to arithmetic masking and via verse.
Both Goubin[3] and Coron and Tchulkine[4] proposed similar
idea for a more efficient way for Boolean and arithmetic
switching.

By applying the masking technique, the original data will
be split into multiple shares and the masked data will be
more evenly distributed than the original. Due to this reason,
attackers need to evaluate multiple distributions for each shares
and the computation time will be increased exponentially.
However, applying masking technique also take more memory
and computation time to mask and unmask the data. Some-
times, it also involves the conversion between different kinds
of masking. Switching Boolean and arithmetic masking could
be a problem.

V. DEFINITION OF BOOLEAN AND ARITHMETIC MASKING

To perform a Boolean masking, we need to mask the data as�4�#�5�6 7! where ! is the random variable and it is uniformly
distributed. To describe this in more detail, we can see if �#86�� �  9�4: , then the masked value ���� and ���: are referred as�4�� �;� �  5! � and ���: �;�4:6 �!�: . Moreover, ���8 �<����  5���:
where !�86�5! �  "!�: and then ��8=���4�8  "!�8 .

Arithmetic masking is doing as the similar way. ��86��� �?>�4: and the mask value for ���� and ���: will be � �6> ! � and�4: > !�: . Therefore, when computing the masked value for�4�8 , we have ���8 �@�4�� > ���: and !�87�A! �B> !�: . As a result,�48C�5� �8 > !�8 .
VI. SWITCHING BETWEEN BOOLEAN MASKING AND

ARITHMETIC MASKING

In [3] Goubin already proposed an effective switching
method between the Boolean masking to arithmetic masking.
However, the switching from arithmetic masking to Boolean
masking is not that efficient. Therefore, in [4], Coron and
Tchulkine modified the algorithm in order to reduce the
execution time. We will discuss the following based on the
algorithm that was proposed in [4]. Both of the methods are
similar except in [4] proposed to use a pre-computed lookup
table.
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VII. BOOLEAN TO ARITHMETIC MASKING

In [3] had proposed an efficient algorithm for conversion
from Boolean masking to Arithmetic. The algorithm will be
described as follow:

Input: 
%� �%D !3� as �E��� �  "!
Output: 
%F D !3� as �G��F > !
�4� is the masked value from Boolean masking and F is
the masked value from arithmetic masking. This algorithm
requires two more variables besides the random variable ! .
Generate the random value for both ! and H
I5J ���K LHI5JMI &NHI5JMI  O�4�H J HP N!F J �4�Q "HF J F5&RHF J FO I
Goubin’s algorithm for Boolean to Arithmetic masking

This conversion only requires seven operations including 5
XOR and 2 subtractions. However, the algorithm for arithmetic
masking to Boolean masking takes more work.

Input: 
%F D !3� as �G��F > !
Output: 
%�4� D !3� as �E���4�Q N!
�4� is the masked value from Boolean masking and F is
the masked value from arithmetic masking. This algorithm
requires two more variables besides the random variable ! .
Generate the random value for both ! and H
I5J / I�4� J HS "!� J HSTU� ��4� JVI  LFH J HP "���H J HSTG!� J �5 LHH JMI TUF� J �5 LH
for WX�$� to YZ&O� do H JMI TE!H J HP L�I5JMI TUFH J HP II5J /[H
end for ��� J ���Q I
Goubin’s algorithm for Arithmetic to Boolean masking

This algorithm needs 
%\[Y > \[� elementary operations and
it is not as easy as the algorithm for Boolean to arithmetic
masking.

VIII. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR ARITHMETIC MASKING
TO BOOLEAN MASKING

In the proposed algorithm from Coron and Tchulkine for the
switching between Boolean masking and arithmetic masking,
it requires to pre-compute a table for all the value for the
switching between Boolean and arithmetic masking. Since
the output value computed already, when executing the actual
switching will be a lot easier since it only need to pick the
value from the table instead of computing it each time. How-
ever, this idea only will be benefit if the pre-computed table
would be require to calculate once for the whole cryptographic
operation. Otherwise, this algorithm will slower down the
execution time since it takes time to create the lookup table.

For the proposed algorithm, it requires four basic steps.
First, generating the Boolean masked value from arithmetic
masking into a size of /K1 bits table where W is the number of
the bits of the input.

Second, performing the conversion from arithmetic masking
to Boolean masking based on the lookup table. Since it is
required to generate a lookup table, this method is more
suitable for small W .

For a larger bits input, the size of W will be split into smaller
size of two or more shares and then combine them together
after the conversion. However, it is required to compute an
extra lookup table for the carry when combining the two shares
together. Another lookup table for the size of /Q1 is generated.
The details of the larger value will be shown as follow:

First, we split the inputs into ][^_W bits. There are two input
variables in arithmetic masking F and H from �5�@F > H
`+',.-0/3acb�1)� . We need to covert them into the Boolean
masking form such as �(�d� �  SH . Split H into H �[e H : andH � with the size of 
%]f&g���_^�W bits and H�: of size W bits.
Generate a random W bits ! , we get

F J 
�F5&h!)� > H=:i
�+',.-U/)aj1)�
We also need to split F into F �2e F : as F � has the same

size of H � and F : with size of W . Then, we compute as follow

�G�
%F � e F6:�� > 
�H � e !)�*
�+',.-U/)aj13�
Since the variable is split into two shares, if FC: > !'k�/[1 ,

then F ��J F �l> �i
`+',.-U/.mnapo �	q b�1)� . This computation acts
as the carry from the addition of FC: > ! and added to F � .

Next, we need to split � into � �[e � : and � � has the size
same as F � and H � . Then, we could compute the followings:

� � � F �U> H � 
`+',.-0/Qmnapo �	q b�13� and �4:r� F=: > !
`+',.-0/[13�
After we got these equations, we could use the pre-

computed lookup table to find out the Boolean masked value
such that ���:'sut'v F=:xw where t is the pre-computed lookup
table and F : is the index of t . For ���� , we could use a
recursive method to find out its value. After obtaining the
values for � � � and � �: , we are able to get � � such as � � �5� � � e � �: .
The output of the conversion will be �E���#�K LH .
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Coron and Tchulkine also compare its efficiency along with
Goubin’s algorithm (see Table 1) for different input bits in
order to show the difference on how their algorithm will be
benefit when performing on a small input size.

Table 1: Comparison with Goubin’s algorithm

From the given Table 1,
I �`y z

referred as Coron and
Tchulkine’s algorithm and t ��y z referred as Goubin’s algorithm.
The variable { represents the number of bit of the input and� represents the number of bit of the system. According to
Coron and Tchulkine’s comparison, their algorithm performs
better for the smaller system such as an 8 bit microprocessor.
It is useful for the smart card since the 8 bit microprocessor
is a common platform for the smart card. However, when it
moves to a larger system with a larger input bit, Goubin’s
algorithm will be a better choice. This difference is closely
related to the size of the pre-computed lookup table.

IX. CONCLUSION

Boolean and arithmetic masking sounds like a possible
way to prevent DPA, however, the masking technique also
involves some overhead including taking more memory and
more computation time for conversion when performing the
cryptographic algorithm. However, these overhead sometime
are necessary in order to prevent the side channel attack to
ensure security. Both of the hardware and software solution
should be considered to achieve better efficiency along with
all the trade-offs.
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